Directed interview: Copley
1 First, what is your immediate impression here?
2 What is most impressive to you?
3 What gives you most pleasure? displeasure?
4 What part of this area do you like best?
5 What is your prepared approach to Copley?
6 Would you compare it to a similar area in another city?
7 How does it contrast with other central areas in Boston?
8 Is this an important area of the city for you? do you enjoy coming here?
9 What does it stand for for you -- what are its associations personal, functional historical social? Personality
10 What was your first impression of it & how did it change? How entered?
11 How would you change it if you could?
12 Describe it systematically, as if for audience not present.
13 How does it look at night? from a car?
14 Would you comment on the:
   space   people   signs   color
   facades   traffic   st. f___   sound
   skyline   plantings   sun   smell ?